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STATEMENT SHOWING THE LIST OF P.I.O, R.T.I. ACT. FROM 01-01-2015 to 25-08-2015
Sl.
No

FILE NO. & DATE &
HO MEMO NO.

NAME OF THE APPLICANT
& ADDRESSED

QUESTION

ANSWAR

1

Tr.T8/929/2015,
Dt.04-04-2015.

Dr.V.S. Prasanna Rajan,
12-13-691-A, G-1,
Madhuban, Street-13,
Lane-3, Nagarjuna Nagar,
Tarnaka,
Secunderabad – 5000 17.

-

The information sought by you under RTI Act is not
understandable of your para wise questions in your
letter.

DEATE OF REPLY
SENT TO
APPLICANT
04-04-2015

Hence, it is requested that, please clarify
and mention the specific question directly.
Once again you are requested to visit
our office and you can also clarify the any sort of
information from our Traffic Branch, Hyderabad.

2.

Tr.T8/2060/2015,
Dt.02-04-2015.

Sri Pradeep Chaitanya Jasti,
S/o Sudhakar Jasti,
N/o Flat No.203, B-Wing,
JETWAN Staff Officers
Quarters,
Behind Family Court,
e-Block, Bandrakurla
Complex, Bandra,
Mumbai, Maharastra State.

Furnish the statistic of total No. of Accidents
recorded within the GHMC limits
categorizing with accused vehicle Modes
(RTC Bus, 2W, Car etc.) and category of
accidents as Fatal & Non-Fatal during the
last 5 years (2009-2014).

The cases booked under Road Accidents, the sections can
be altered from Non Fatal (337 & 338 IPC) to Fatal (304-A
IPC), so the update information of Road Accident cases
may be available at L&O Police, Hyderabad.

02-04-2015

3.

Tr.T8/863/2015,
Dt.02-04-2015.

Sri T. Raja Singh Lodh,
M.L.A.,
Goshamahal Assembly-65,
13-1-1139/A, Baba Balakdas
Mutt,
Upper Dhoolpet,
Hyderabad – 006.

-

The Begum Bazar Fish Market located in the commercial
area which is included with many wholesale Kirana Shops.
The roads are narrow and insufficient for traffic movement.
Apart from above the visitors to this market are also heavy.
Due to non availability of parking space many vehicles are
being parked on the roads causing obstruction to the free
flow of traffic. In additions to this the footpaths are occupied
by the shop keepers, and as such the pedestrians are
forced to walk on the congested roads. Therefore, the
Inspector of Police, Tr.PS Goshamahal has booked
following cases against the footpath encroachments at

02-04-2015

2

Begum Bazar Fish Market and Feelkhana area with effect
from
01-02-2015 to 31-03-2015.
No Parking cases – 104.
Crane cases (MV Act & Lifting) – 263.
39(b) CP Act cases – 121.
Further, it is to inform that the Inspector of
Police, Tr.PS Nampally also booked following cases against
the illegal encroachments at EK Minar Mosque.
The Inspector of Police, Tr.PS Nampally along with GHMC
officials have conducted a special drive against
encroachments on 29-12-2014 and removed
encroachments.
A special drive was conducted on 10-02-2015 and booked
24 cases under 39(b) CP Act, 241 cases on vehicles which
were transporting furniture U/s 190(2) & 122 of MV Act and
255 e-Challan cases.
Through it is out of place it is sincerely submitted that
removal of encroachments is the subject matter of GHMC
and the allegation that Traffic Police is having hand in glove
with the encroachments is false, baseless and far from
truth.
However we will continue to make efforts for the
removal of encroachments in co-ordination with GHMC and
will strive for ensuring free flow of traffic.

3

4.

Tr.T8/100/2015,
Dt.04-02-2015.

Sri K.Seshan,
C/o K.Kumar,
R/o 12-1-1512, Sai Deep
Nilayam,
Shanti Nagar,
Lalaguda,
Secunderabad – 500 017.

-

I am herewith enclosing the list of Pedestrian crossing /
Zebra crossing places in Hyderabad City limits, as desired.

04-02-15

5.

Tr.T8/408/2015,
Dt.12-02-2015.

Sri K.Veer Raghava Reddy,
Plot No.391, 4th Floor,
O.U. Colony, Shaikpet,
Land Mark Star Gym,
Hyderabad – 500 008.

How many notices issued to the public
U/sec 160 and 91 Cr.PC by your
department (Sub-Inspector of Police to
Director General of Police) since 2011 to till
date? Give all the details.
In which how many notices did you ask for
CC Camera Footage with good audio
quality?
In how many cases, did you provide CC
Camera Footage with good audio
quality? Give the details of the same.
How many Traffic Police Stations are
sanctioned and functioning in the 10
Districts of Telangana State ?

In the Hyderabad City Police Commissionarate, all CCTV
maintained by the Hyderabad Traffic Police and utilizing for
Traffic regulation and management till the date Notices are
not issued to the Public under section 160 and 91 Cr.PC.

12-02-2015

6.

Tr.T8/527/2015,
Dt21-02-2015.

Sri Akbaruddin Owaisi,
Hon’ble MLA.,
67-Chandrayangutta
Assembly Constituency,
Darussalam, Aghapura,
Hyderabad – 5000 01.

Till the date no Notices were issued. Hence no one asked
for CC Camera Footage under above section.
No Video/Audio Footage is received by this office. It is
related to the Law & Order point of view.
Under the Hyderabad Commissionerate limits (25) Traffic
Police Stations are functioning.

21-02-15
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7.

Tr.T8/546/2015,
Dt27-02-2015.

Sri S. Srinivas,
S/o Narsaiah,
H.No.15-167, Thiipparthy
Road,
Nakreakal,
Nalgonda Distric., Telangana
PIN No.508211.

How many Traffic Police personnel posts
are sanctioned, how many Traffic Police
personnel are working and how many posts
are vacant in Telangana State ? Please
provide information on Category wise,
District wise, Zone wise sanctioned strength
of staff, present working staff and vacant
posts and also Police Station wise details in
two commission rates of Hyderabad and
Secunderabad.

The detail strength particulars of Hyderabad Traffic Police
as on date is enclosed. (Annexure-I consisting 6 papers)

In the last 5 years, how much amount is
collected through Traffic Challans ? Please
provide data year wise and
Commissionerate wise, district wise in 10
Districts of Telangana State.

Hyderabad Traffic Police detail list of M.V. Act cases
booked and spot amount collected for the last (5) years is
enclosed. (Annexure-II 1 paper).

As per the Traffic Police records, how many
traffic junctions are available in GHMC
area, how many have traffic signals and
how many junctions need to have Traffic
Signals.
As per official records – How many vehicles
ae registered in GHMC area ? What is rhe
vehicular destiny and average vehicle
speed on city roads? At present what is the
total length of roads available in core city
area and peripheral area of GHMC ? What
are the standard norms on road length in
cities?

List enclosed. (Annexure-III 2 papers).

The information was sought by you under
RTI Act to providing CCTV Videos of
certain Junctions for the 23-02-2014.

The period of preserving the CCTV Cameras footage is
only (30) days in the Traffic Command Centre (TCC). As
such the footages of the videos for the day (i.e.) on 23-022014 is not available in the Traffic Command Centre (TCC).

This matter is pertaining to GHMC & Road Transport
Authority of Telangana State.

27-02-2015
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8.

Tr.T8/906/2015,
Dt.16-03-2015.

Sri Vempati Anand Ramu,
C/o My Kindz,
1st Floor, Surya Towers, MG
Road,
Suryapet- 508213,
Nalgonda District.

-

A report has already been sent, a copy of the same is
enclosed herewith for ready reference.

16-03-2015

9.

Tr.T8/905/2015,
Dt.09-04-2015.

Sri T. Jayendra Chaithanya,
Plot No.8-2-603/1/7,8,9,
Krishnapuram, Road No.10,
Banjara Hills,
HYDERABAD – 500034.

When did the system of e-Challans come
into effect in Hyderabad and Cyberabad
Police Commissionerates ?

Hyderabad Traffic Police started the e-Challan System in
the year 2007 onwards.

09-04-2015

What are the legal provisions of the eChallan system. What changes were made
in the concerned constitutional Acts related
to Hyderabad and Cyberabad Police to
introduce and enforce the e-Challan system
?

In the year 2007 Andhra Pradesh Government was issued
a G.O.Ms.No.307, dt.26-12-2007.

Kindly provide the process of collecting eChallans in your jurisdiction officer and
provide the e-Challan collections?

Procedure for generating e-Challan and method of fine
collection as follows:

10.

Tr.T8/1085/2015,
Dt.09-04-2015.

Sri D. Chandra Shekar,
R/o 13-3-1039-40,
Jiyaguda, Karvan Saho,
Hyderabad – 500006.

If any commuter found violating Traffic Rules and
Regulations, the field officer i.e., not below the rank of
Police Constable captures traffic violation with digital
camera and submits to SHO for generation of e-Challan in
the online.
After thorough verification the SHO will instruct the
computer operator for uploading Image of violator’s vehicle

09-04-2015
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and generate

e-challan in the online.

After generation of e-Challan, the e-Challan Section, O/o
the CP., Hyderabad will print the challan and send to the
registered owner address of the vehicle, (as per RTA data).
After the receipt of the e-Challan the traffic violator can pay
the fine amount at the following centers:
e-Seva, 2) AP Online, 3) Net Banking, 4) Compounding
Booth at Traffic Complex, Nampally, Hyderabad and 5)
Banks.
Direct cash payments are not allowed for payment of eChallans.
Kindly provide the rules and regulations for
challaning a vehicle provide a details
procedure with officer and employee to
challan a vehicle?

As per the section 177 of M.V. Act existing laws, the traffic
police not below the rank of Sub-Inspector of Police can
issue traffic challan against the person who violates the
traffic rules. As per the G.O. Ms.No.108,
dt.18-082011, SI of officer doing enforcement on traffic violations.
Procedure:

Provide a procedure to take action on
deflating officer who challans a vehicle on
false or wrong grounds?

Gently stopping the vehicle which is violates traffic rules.
Asking for original vehicle documents like, RC, DL,
Insurance, Pollution etc.
After through verification the officer not less then SI will
issue challan and instruction will give for payment of fine
amount in AP Online, e-Seva, Net-Banking etc. Direct cash
payment is not accepted.
The matter may be brought to the higher officer’s notice i.e.,
Inspector, ACP., DCP., Addl.CP., Traffic and if you’re not
satisfied with the higher officer’s action, you can approach
the concerned jurisdiction traffic Court, Viz. III MM Court/ IV
MM Court at Erramanzil, Hyderabad.

7

11

12

13

Tr.T8/2816/2015,
Dt.08-07-2015.

Tr.T8/2023/2015,
Dt.10-07-2015.

Tr.T8/2148/2015,
Dt.20-07-2015.

Sri A. Ganpath Rao,
# 6-2-45/5A, Advocates
Colony,
A.C. Guards, Post:
Khairtabad,
Hyderabad – 500 004.

Sri Mohammed Mahmood,
H.No.4-17-110, Mahmood
Nagar,
Road No.22, Rajender Nagar
Municipality,
Greater Hyderabad – 500
052.

Sri Vempati Anand Ramu,
R/o My Kidz 123 Beside
Ganduri Bros, 1-2-162,
Ist floor, Surya Towers,
M.G.Road,

List of the A/R along with the respective
financers names which financed without
transfer of ownership which are at to be get
transfer and which are under special
campaign transfer of A/R by RTA
Department.

The vehicles Registration and Transferring procedures
are concerned to RTA Department, the required
information may be available at RTA Department.

Till when this process will be going to
complete and from when the transfer A/R
are going to be start as special
campaign/drive in Hyderabad City as per
our representation cited reference two.

The vehicles Registration and Transferring procedures
are concerned to RTA Department, the required
information may be available at RTA Department.

If a police made challan to a transport or
goods vehicle in one of the district at
Telangana State, whether it is acceptable
by other district police or not.

A Motor Vehicle Act challan issued by the police officer
to any vehicle is acceptable to any Police Officer in
India. The MV Act challan receipt is not a permit
certificate to ply the vehicle around the state by doing
traffic violations, it is a fine receipt of MV Act rule
violator only. As of now available Rule & Act there is no
clause or section tells bout acceptance of a challan as
a permit to ply all over Telanagana State.

Is there is any specific order to issue
challan to a transport vehicle on each and
every District at Telangana.

If the violation continued challan can be issued again.

Any other information in this regard.

Nil.

Request to provide the records of this office
as per 4 (1) b RTI Act.

Please make yourself convenient to visit Traffic
Complex for having clarity of your Question so that the
HTP may supply required documents

19-08-15

05-08-15

19-08-15
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Suryapet – 508213,
Nalgonda Dist.

14.

Tr.T8/2140/2015,
Dt.20-07-2015.

Sri Aashish Jagini,
11-1-69, Bapu Nagar,
Saroor Nagar,
Hyderabad – 500 035.

Please furnish the information were sent to
RTO/RTA from 2011-2012,
2012-2013, 2013-2014 and 2014-2015
every six months, which were not paid fine,
seized by Traffic Police and submitted
Traffic Compounding Booth.

No such documents have been sent to RTO/RTA from
2011 to till date.

The number of traffic challans has been
raised on Police Vehicles from 2013 to 3006-2015.

1031

The number of traffic challans out of them
have been paid (until 30-06-2015) and how
many are pending (including how long are
they pending from)

327 Paid

it is to submit that the information sought for the applicant
under RTI Act’ 2005 (Regarding violation of black film and
detention of his Registration Certificate for not paying the
compounding fee) was already sent to the applicant on
different occasions on the information called for by him. The
copies of the information sent are endorsed herewith.
Further, a detailed report for the notice received from the
A.P. Information Commission was also submitted to the
Commission, vide letter No.Tr.T8/1350/2013, dt.16-082013.
Yes, regularly cases were booked against the violators
of the traffic rules with the help of the CCTVs installed
at various traffic signal junctions. If any recorded
visuals are required in criminal cases the same will be
provided to the investigating officer for investigation

15

Tr.T8/2136/2015,
Dt.04-08-2015.

The Asst. Registrar,
A.P. Information
Commission,
Mojam Jahi Market,
HYDERABAD.

-

16.

Tr.T8/2006/2015,
Dt.09-07-2015.

Sri P.V. Gopala Krishna,
Door No.3-6-198, V Floor,
Beside KFC, Vasavi
Sreemukh Complex,
Himayat Nagar,

Will the police proactively initiate real time
criminal action against such traffic offenders
who cause loss and damage to the property
and lives of innocent citizens with the help
of the visuals recorded by the CCTVs

19-08-15

704 Un-paid.

19-08-15

17-07-15

9

Hyderabad – 500 029.

17.

18

Tr.T8/1990/2015,
Dt.07-07-2015.

Tr.T8/1990/2015,
Dt.07-07-2015.

Sri Narsingam Satish,
Jana Telangana Rights
Society,
# 2-4-189/3, Ramgopalpet,
Secunderabad – 500 003.

Sri Narsingam Satish,
Jana Telangana Rights
Society,
# 2-4-189/3, Ramgopalpet,
Secunderabad – 500 003.

installed with the public money, without
waiting for the victim to file a formal
complaint ?

purpose etc.

How long the visual data recorded through
the CCTVs will be available on the hard
discs for verification ?

The footage/visual recorded data will be available for
(30) days only in regular period.

Are CCTVs capable of recording clear
visuals during night ?

Yes, CCTVs capable for recording clear/partly visuals
during night time also.

Whether it is just on exercise for generating
revenue for the Government from the traffic
signal violators after spending crores of
public money or will the public have the
benefit of the recordings while making
motor accident claims ?
If any person either rich or poor drives in
drunken condition and innocent people die
due to accident what kind section will be
booked.

The main aim is free flow of traffic and prevention of
accidents and to recordings helps to the investigation
officers in some hit and run cases, processions,
snatching, traffic jams, theft cases, traffic violators etc.

Case will be booked U/s 304-A IPC and 185 M.V. Act.

17-07-15

Till now i.e., from 01-01-15 to 05-05-15 in
the City Police Commissionerate,
Hyderabad. How many drunken drive cases
booked and what action has taken.

From January-2015 to 9th July-2015, total (8270)
Drunken Drive cases have been booked. This Drunken
Drive cases booked by Inspector of Police, drunken
persons sent to Traffic Training Institute for
counseling. After attending counseling they produced
before the Hon’ble Magistrate, where drunken persons
punished by fine/imprisonment.
Case will be booked U/s 304-A IPC and 185 M.V. Act.

17-07-15

If any person either rich or poor drives in
drunken condition and innocent people die
due to accident what kind section will be
booked.

10

Till now i.e., from 01-01-15 to 05-05-15 in
the City Police Commissionerate,
Hyderabad. How many drunken drive cases
booked and what action has taken.

19

Tr.T8/2824/2015,
Dt.17-06-2015.

Sri T.S. Anand Kumar,
Advocate,
Flat No.501, V Floor,
Block-A, Major Residency,
Masab Tank,
Hyderabad 5000 28.

-

20.

Tr.T8/1831/2015,
Dt.17-06-2015.

Sri K. Mohanlal,
H.No.18-4-798, Jangammet,
Falaknuma,
Hyderabad – 500 053.

-

From January-2015 to 9th July-2015, total (8270)
Drunken Drive cases have been booked. This Drunken
Drive cases booked by Inspector of Police, drunken
persons sent to Traffic Training Institute for
counselling. After attending counselling they produced
before the Hon’ble Magistrate, where drunken persons
punished by fine/imprisonment.
It is to inform that on examination, it is come to light that on
05-06-2015, no cameras at YMCA Signal Chowrastha,
beneath the bridge, Secunderabad between (12 to
12.40PM).

As per the ‘Blue Book’ except Governor and Chief Minister
no one gets ‘Green Channel’ (entire journey route will be
free of any vehicular movement) traffic clearance in the
State of Telangana.

15-07-15

25-06-15

Police are providing only ‘Signal Clearance’
to the Dy.Chief Minister, Assembly Speaker, Dy. Speaker,
Legislative Council Chairman,, Home Minister, High Court
Chief Justice, Chief Secretary, DGP and other VIP’s
depending on the situation.
21

Tr.T8/1438/2015,
Dt.12-05-2015.

Sri Ganji Srinivasa Rao,
Journalist Secretary,
SAPRIA Foundation,
# C-73, Phase-II, Allwyan
Colony,
Kukatpally,
Hyderabad – 500 072.

Furnish the designation of the officer have
powers to take action and imposing
penalties against drivers, who allowing the
pilots in 3 & 4 wheeler vehicles.

The Sub-Inspector of Police and above rank officers
has powers to impose the penalties.

08-06-15

11

Furnish the designation of the officer have
powers to take action and imposing
penalties against drivers of 3 & 4 wheelers
moving without Meters.

The Sub-Inspector of Police and above rank officers
has powers to impose the penalties.

Furnish the proceeding/order copies issued
by Government or Police Department for
exemption of 3 & 4 wheelers moving
without Meters.

So far no permission was issued for without meter or 3
& 4 wheeler autos.

Furnish the order copies issued by the
Government about the imposing penalties
by Police Department against drivers of 3 &
4 wheelers moving without Meters.

This question pertains to Legal Metrology Department.
If any auto is found without meter, the auto will be
produced along with a requisition before the Inspector,
Legal Metrology W&M HQ-II, Hyderabad for verification
of the Meter and for taking necessary action against the
ato owner.
So far no permission issued to the autos in the limits of
Hyderabad City.

Furnish the permission/order copies issued
by Government or Police Department for 3
& 4 wheelers to take the passengers as
stage carrier without meters.

22

Tr.T8/1831/2015,
Dt.17-06-2015.

Sri K. Mohanlal,
H.No.18-4-798, Jangammet,
Falaknuma,
Hyderabad – 500 053.

What are original documents/certificates
should be kept the 3 & 4 wheeler drivers.

The auto drivers should compulsory carry original RC,
Driving Licence, Permit, Insurance & Pollution
Certificate while they are driving auto vide Sec.130 MV
Act.

Furnish the name of the officer, Rank,
Office address, working phone number,
Mobile Number, Fax Number, email
address and social Net working details for
giving a complaint against the Station
House Officer, who are neglecting the
duties.
-

Sri. Jitender, IPS., Addl.CP., Traffic, Hyderabad.
Phone No.
: 94906160127.
Fax No.
: 040-27852663
Office Address : Opp: Assembly, Nampally, Hyderabad.
e-Mail Address : addlcptraffic@hyd.tspolice.gov.in.
it is to inform that, as per the ‘Blue Book’ except Governor
and Chief Minister no one gets ‘Green Channel’ (entire
journey route will be free of any vehicular movement) traffic
clearance in the State of Telangana.
Police are providing only ‘Signal Clearance’

25-06-15
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to the Dy.Chief Minister, Assembly Speaker, Dy. Speaker,
Legislative Council Chairman,, Home Minister, High Court
Chief Justice, Chief Secretary, DGP and other VIP’s
depending on the situation.

23

24.

Tr.T8/1515/2015,
Dt.15-05-2015.

Tr.T8/1411/2015,
Dt.04-05-2015.

Sri K. Srinivasa Reddy,
S/o Malla Reddy,
Plot No.201, Flat No.68,
Chandragiri, Trimulgherry,
Secunderabad – 500 015.

Sri Aadesh Varma,
Advocate,
H.No.3-6-380, Street # 2,
Himayat Nagar,
Hyderabad – 500029.
.

The orders of extra fittings to Light Motor
Vehicle (Car) from whom granted
permission and when.

This matter is pertaining to Road Transport Authority of
Telangana State.

How many cases registered against
vehicles which are fitting with Metal
Bumper.

This matter is pertaining to Road Transport Authority of
Telangana State.

-

the Inspector, Tr.PS Chikkadpally deputed a PC 9592, Sri
B. Gyaneshwar Rao of Tr.PS Chikkadpally to trace out the
vehicle owner address as per the RTA records. The said
vehicle
AP28DA-5199 owner was shifted the
given address i.e., SUNITHA B, FLAT 204 SMR VINAY
CLASSIC APTS, KONDAPUR, RANGA REDDY. After
verification with the neighbors of the above address it
revealed hat the said vehicle owner was shifted to Plot
No.53, UBI Colony, Behind Masjid, Banjara Hills Road
No.3. After trace out the vehicle owner new address 10
pending e-Challans on the vehicle was paid in Banjara Hills
e-Seva.
Further, it is to inform that e-Challans have
made clear in traffic point of view, but to register a case
regarding damage of the vehicle (Accident case) and
advised to the approach Gandhi Nagar L&O PS to register
an FIR against the above said vehicle.

03-06-15

16-05-15
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25.

Tr.T8/1371/2015,
Dt.26-05-2015.

Sri Someswara Rao,
Secunderabad,
Telangana – 500010.

Kindly provide the updated traffic violation
fines / penalties for traffic violations.

G.O. Ms.No.108 is enclosed herewith.

26-05-15

If we do not receive challans to our house
address, can someone stop us and ask to
pay the fine on the spot and can we wait till
we received challan notice.

Of and above the rank of SI of Police is entitled to
check the vehicle to find out pendency of fine amount
against the vehicle with the help of PDA equipment. He
will insist for payment of pending fine amount in nay
one of the following places, even though, you did not
receive any cyhallans at the residence.

26-05-15

Any SBH Banks.
Any Post Office.
Any e-Seva
Any Mee Seva
Through AP Online.
Android Mobile APP/ATM card wiping.
You can check pending challan status of
vehicle through Telangana
e-Challan APP. If
Challans are pending, payment can be made at any of
the above mentioned places.
26.

Tr.T8/1042/2015,
Dt.25-03-2015.

Citizens Grievance
Redressal Bureau,
10-5-15, Elegance Apts.,
Opp: Police Officers Mess,
Masab Tank, Hyderabad –
28.

During the tenure of Mr.C.V. Anand as
Addl.Commissioner of Police, Traffic he
sent notices to 1) Balaji Grand Bazar, Road
No.1, Masab Tank, 2) Nasr School
Khairtabad, 3) Karachi Bakery and 3)
Bikanerwala. Please provide certified
copies of the following notices related to
traffic congestion and if any action taken.

I am herewith enclosed the Notices for traffic
congestion.

Copy of Police Licence given to the
following commercial establishments.

The above information may be obtain from DEO /
concerned Department.

23-04-15

14

Traffic Police has removed no parking
boards on the Road No.1 and installed new
parking boards saying no parking within 50
meters, can they park after 50 meters on
the main road as mentioned on the boards
? Please clarify if there are any written
orders or circulars issued by the traffic
management head.

1. Generally, no parking boards are erected each one at
a distance of 50 meters so as to cover entire and if any
vehicles is parked on the service road is also a traffic
violation.
2. At Road No.1 the old type No Parking boards are
removed by GHMC and installed the New No Parking
boards.
Note:- Please make yourself convenient to Visit Traffic
Complex for having clarity of your Questions so that the
HTP may supply required documents duly seeking on any
working day and consult the undersigned appointment.

27.

Tr.T8/1156/2015,
Dt.08-04-2015.

Sri P. Amaranageswara Rao,
C/o S.Sayanna,
H.No.10-377/6/1,
Satya Reghavendra Colony,
Malkajgiri,
HYDERABAD – 500 047.

How many “Signal Jumping” cases have
been booked on 06.March, 2015 at St.
John’s Rotary Signal at Gopalapuram TR
PS? Please provide the list of those cases
including vehicle numbers and fine imposed
on each vehicle.

Four Signal Jumping cases have been booked on
06.03.2015 at St. John’s Rotary Signal, at Tr.P.S.
Gopalapuram.

Please provide all photo images of “Signal
Jumping” cases booked on 06. March, 2015
at St. John’s Rotary Signal.

Three photo images of Signal Jumping, vide Image
Nos.0014, 0033 and 0035
(Pertains to [4] cases)
are enclosed herewith

What is the fine to be imposed for “Signal
Jumping” cases and provide the respective
G.O’s / Orders / memos issued from time to
time since year 2011 to as on date and
competent officers to impose the fine.

At present we are imposing fine amount of Rs. 1,000/- for
“Signal Jumping” vide G.O.No.108, dt:18.08.2011 and
Competent Officer will be S.I., and above rank officer.

Image No.0014-time 09:01-Vehicle No.TS08EC3224 (2-W).
2. Image No.0033-time 09:25 (a) Vehicle No.AP29AS0992
(2-W), (b) Vehicle No.AP29AA6875
(2-W). 3.
Image No.0035-time 09:29 –Vehicle No.AP09BL9464 (2W).

05-05-15
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How many days did you take to upload Echallans pertaining to cases booked 06.
March, 2015 at St. John’s Rotary Signal.
Did you issue any Show Causes notices
before registered the cases of “Signal
Jumping” on 06. March, 2015 St. John’s
Rotary Signal?

E-Challans Photos will be uploaded within 2 to 3 days from
the date of recorded. Not issued any Show Cause
Notices before registered the cases of “Signal Jumping” on
06.03.2015 at St. John’s Rotary Signal.

Is it mandatory to issue written Notice under
Section 133 of the Motor Vehicle Act, 1988
about offence and fine imposed on the said
vehicle to the each traffic violators
irrespective of E-challans uploaded in
www.htp.gov.in ? If so, did you issue Notice
under Section 133 to the persons who have
been booked under “Signal Jumping” cases
on 06. March, 2015 at St. John’s Rotary
Signal. Please provide the proof of the
same.

Yes, e-challan will be issued under section 133 of MV Act to
the concerned violator and same will be uploaded in our
website. Total (4) Signal Jumping cases were booked on
06.03.2015 at above place. Evidence is enclosed.

Is it compulsory to make payment of fine
amount based on E-challan uploaded in
www.htp.gov.in irrespective of receipt of
Notice Under Section 133 of the Motor
Vehicle Act, 1988? If so, please provide
G.O’s/ Memo’s/ Orders compelling violators
to make payment based on your website
information.

As per the G.O. No.108, for Signal Jumping under section
184 M.V. Act Rs.1,000/- has to be compound by the
violator.

Which provisions of law are allows traffic
police to charge “User Charges”? Please
provide respective rules / G.O.’s/Memo’s /
Order’s.

As per the G.O.Ms.No.307, dtd.26.12.2007, the violator has
to pay user charges Rs.35/- along with fine amount as
follows:
Rs. 5/- e Seva
Rs. 15/- Postal
Rs. 10/- Police user
Rs. 5/- APTS
-----------
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Total 35/-------------

Are traffic Police empowered to stop vehicle
anywhere in the City after checking in their
Handy (E-challan Personal Digital
Assistant) or any other device, if they found
fine amount is due and to seize the vehicle?
If so, please provide the respective rules /
G.O’s / Order’s / Memo’s of the same.

As per the Section 177 of M.V. Act, Sub Inspector of Police
and above rank officer is having power to check the
vehicles on the field through PDA and if any violation more
than (3) are pending, he will detained the vehicle and after
the payment at payment Centers, vehicle will be released.
After payment at Center data will be updated
instantaneously and S.I., can check in his PDA and violator
need not show the receipts again.

Are Traffic Police are power to stop any
vehicle on the Road if fine is due and can
compel the owner to pay the old fine
amount due in any Mee-Seva and ask them
to show the receipt of the same instantly? If
so, Please provide the respective rules /
G.O’s/ Order’s/ Memo’s of the same.

After payment at Payment Centers data will be updated
instantaneously and SI can check in his PDA and violator
need not show the receipts again.

How many days are stipulated to upload Echallan’s and How many days stipulated to
register a traffic violation case by a
competent officer against Traffic Violators
and how many days stipulated to issue
Notice under section 133 of the Motor
Vehicle Act, 1988? Please provide the
respective rules / G.O’s/ Memo’s/manuals
or If any.

(1) e-challans will be uploaded within 2 to 3 days and it
reached to the concern within a week, 2) e-challans can
pay within (15) days from the date of receiving. e-Challan
format copy enclosed.

Please provide traffic Police manual
pertaining to e-Challans and upload of
photos / issue of Notice Under Section 133
of the Motor Vehicle Act, 1988 and action to
be taken in case of payment defaulters and
what circumstances vehicle can be stop by

There is no police manual pertaining to Traffic e-Challans.
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Traffic police.

28.

Tr.T8/1335/2015,
Dt.28-04-15.

Sri Lingesh Allakonda,
Junior Research Fellow,
Department of
Pharmaceutical Analysis,
NIPER-Hyderabad,
Balanagar,
Hyderabad – 500037.

What are the actions to be taken by Traffic
Police against the persons who are
defaulted in making fine amount under the
present rules? Please provide respective
rules / regulations / Memo’s / Order’s/ G.O’s
/ Manual or if any.

More than (3) e-Challans are pending on any vehicle,
charge sheet is being filed in the Traffic Court against the
owner as they as to submit the driver details as the
responsibility on the owner of the vehicle.

How many cases have been filed in High
Court of Andhra Pradesh pertaining to
G.O.Ms.No.108, dated.18.08.2011 and
other G.Os issued thereafter from time to
time. Please provide the list of those cases.

In this regard, no, cases have been filed by the Hyderabad
Traffic Police in the Hon’ble High Court.

How the Traffic police are empower to
impose the different fine (Rs.100/-, Rs.200/or Rs. 500/- or Rs.1000/-) for the same
offence of “Signal Jumping”. Please provide
the respective rules /
G.O’s/Memo’s/Order’s/manuals or If any.

As per the G.O. No.56, earlier, for Signal Jumping, fine
amount was imposed minimum Rs.100/- to maximum
Rs.200/-. After G.O.No.108 issued, there after, for Signal
Jumping fine amount Rs. 1,000/- is being imposed.

Traffic police of which designations can
stop and ask drivers (2, 3 and wheeler) for
verification of documents of vehicle and
driver, what are the documents that a traffic
police can ask driver to show, can driver
show photocopy of the documents.

The Sub-Inspector of Police and above rank officers can
stop the vehicles and check the relevant documents. The
following documents should be checked during the vehicle
checking.
The following are the necessary documents to be kept in
the non-transport vehicle:
• Valid Driving License
• Proof of valid certificate of registration
• Proof of valid certificate of insurance
• Proof of tax payment
• Fitness certificate

16-05-15
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• Pollution Under Control (P.U.C) certificate
• Insurance cover note, tax payment receipt and renewal
of Registration
certificate (if required) are valid evidence.
• Xerox copies of the original documents (attested by a
Gazetted officer) are
also acceptable. However if the demanding authority
wants to see the
original Documents, the owner must produce them
within 15 days.
• A Xerox copy of the driving license is not acceptable
In case the driving license is confiscated or
submitted to the authorities, the receipt given against that
works in lieu of the license. So it should also be carried with
the vehicle and in original form.
Can traffic police in civil dress (not in
uniform) stop and check the documents of
the vehicle and driver, does he has to show
his identity card to the driver on asking.

What are the penalties or punishments that
have to be paid or faced by driver in case of
violating traffic rules and what are that
penalties that have to be paid in failure of
showing documents related to vehicle and
driver. Does that driver has to show
relevant documents immediately or can he
show those documents later, if later within
how much time and where he can show
documents.

As per the orders of the superior officers, Hyderabad Traffic
Police stopping the vehicles only in Traffic Uniform and
check the documents, not in Civil dress; those are stopping
the vehicles in Civil dress you should ask the Department
ID card for clarification.
Penalties or Punishments List Enclosed.
The relevant documents are not available at the time of
checking; the officer booked U/s 130/177 M.V. Act and
seized the vehicle, whenever the driver shows the
documents on same day, the vehicle should be released.
Otherwise the next day documents will be deposited at
Traffic compounding Booth, where the driver show the
documents and collect the vehicle from concerned Traffic
PS
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Can a civil police stop and ask driver to
show his documents.

29.

Tr.T8/1352/2015,
Dt.30-04-15.

-

Yes a Civil Police also (SI & above rank officers) can stop
the vehicles and check the relevant documents.

I am herewith enclosing the Comparative statement of
accidents for the years 2013-2014 to 2014-2015,
Hyderabad City, as desired.

07-05-15

